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Abstract

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) is a widely used tool in bioseparations. Because its separation mechanism is based on the

permeability of macromolecules rather than any type of binding, the feed volume to bed volume ratio is usually quite small. Thus, large

columns are typically used in preparative- and large scale separations. In this work, a general rate model considering various mass transfer

effects was successfully used for the scale-up predictions of preparative SEC columns. The effects of various physical parameters on the

performance of SEC were investigated using computer simulation based on the model. A method was developed to scale up SEC columns

based on a few simple elution runs on a small column with the same packing to be used in the larger column using a personal computer

based simulation software program. Existing correlations in the literature were used to estimate some mass transfer coef®cients in the

general rate model. The elution peaks for a large column could be predicted a priori using the method which was tested experimentally in

this work. It very accurately predicted the retention times and peak shapes of myoglobin and ovalbumin eluted from three preparative SEC

glass columns packed with P60 gel (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA). The bed dimensions were 4.4 cm(i.d.)�29.5 cm,

5.0 cm�29.5 cm, and 5.0 cm�42.0 cm, respectively. The small column used for the scale-up prediction had bed dimensions of

1.5 cm�27.3 cm. # 1998 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) is also referred to

as gel permeation or gel ®ltration chromatography [1,2]. It

separates macromolecules on the basis of their relative size

or hydrodynamic volumes. Since its introduction in 1964

[3], SEC has long proven to be an indispensable tool for the

analysis and separation of macromolecules such as proteins

and polymers. SEC is widely used as a tool for the pre-

parative and large-scale separation and puri®cation of

macromolecules [4,5]. Many commercial bioseparation pro-

cesses consist one or more steps of SEC [6]. Because SEC

does not rely on any binding between solutes and the

stationary phase, its feed volume is very limited compared

to other forms of chromatography such as reversed-phase

and ion-exchange chromatography. This is the reason why

commercial scale SEC columns tend to be very large, with

bed volumes reaching hundreds of liters.

Because soft gels are typically used as the packing media,

column height expansion is limited due to pressure limita-

tion. Thus, large SEC columns tend to have large diameters

in order to accommodate large feed volumes. In such

columns, diffusional and mass transfer effects can be sig-

ni®cant. A number of monographs have been published [7±

11] on the theories and applications of SEC. Several math-

ematical models that consider mass transfer effects exist in

the literature [12±15]. Kim and Johnson's model introduced

a `pore volume fraction' to account for the size exclusion

effect of particles. Similar to this, Gu [12] proposed the use

of an accessible particle porosity (i.e., accessible macropore

volume fraction for a macromolecule) to describe the effect

of size exclusion in a general rate model which considers

axial dispersion, interfacial ®lm mass-transfer and intrapar-

ticle diffusion. Similar general rate models were used by

Liapis and Arve [16,17] in af®nity chromatography, and Yu

and Wang for ion-exchange chromatography [18]. In this

work, a personal computer (PC) based FORTRAN 77 software

program [12] using the general rate model was used for the

simulation and scale-up of SEC. In the model, accessible

particle porosity and tortuosity data were correlated by

matching elution data from a small SEC column using

computer simulation. Other mass transfer parameters were
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calculated using existing correlations. Based on these data,

elution peaks were predicted for a larger column using the

software without any posterior data from the larger column.

Parameter sensitivities were investigated by studying the

effects of the parameters using computer simulation.

Experimental single-component and binary elution pro®les

for a 4.4 cm(i.d.)�29.5 cm (bed dimensions) SEC column, a

5.0 cm�29.5 cm SEC column, and a 5.0 cm�42.0 cm SEC

column were accurately predicted based on elution data

from a small 1.5 cm�27.3 cm (bed dimensions) column

packed with the same gel.

2. Mathematical model

The general rate model for SEC considers the following

three mass transfer processes in the SEC column.

1. Axial dispersion in the bulk-¯uid phase,

2. interfacial film mass-transfer between the stationary and

mobile phases, and

3. diffusion of solutes within the macropores of the packing

particles.

2.1. Model assumptions

The following assumptions are needed to formulate the

model:

1. The column is isothermal,

2. there is no interaction between different solutes,

3. diffusion and mass-transfer coefficients remain constant,

4. packing particles can be treated as spherical and uniform

in size,

5. the packing density is even along the column, and

6. diffusion in the radial direction is negligible.

In this work, particles are viewed as having a nominal

particle size and a nominal pore diameter. It is too com-

plicated to use a particle size distribution and a pore size

distribution to describe particles.

2.2. Model formulation

With the aforementioned assumptions, the following

governing equations can be formulated from differential

mass balances for a solute in the bulk-¯uid phase and the

particle phase, respectively.
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By introducing the following dimensionless terms,

z � Z=L; � � vt=L; r � R=Rp; cb � Cb=C0; cp � Cp=C0
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Eqs. (1) and (2) can be transformed into the following

forms,
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with dimensionless initial conditions,

� � 0; cb � cb�0; r; z; �; cp � cp�0; r; z�
and dimensionless boundary conditions,
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0 else:

�
� imp is the dimensionless time duration for a rectangular

sample pulse.
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This dimensionless partial differential equation system

was solved numerically [12] using FORTRAN 77 on a personal

computer. Quadratic ®nite elements were used to discretize

Eq. (3). The orthogonal collocation method was used to

discretize Eq. (4). The resulting ordinary differential equa-

tion (ODE) system was solved using an ODE solver called

DVODE authored by Peter N. Brown, Alan C. Hindmarsh,

and George D. Byrne [19]. Depending on the stiffness of

peak pro®les computation time ranges from seconds to

minutes on a Pentium-150 MHz PC. The model system

is expressed for one solute. Since it is assumed that there is

no interaction between the solutes, the elution pro®les for

different solutes can be calculated independently. The FOR-

TRAN 77 can simulate multi-component elutions in a single

execution by calculating the elution pro®les simultaneously.
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2.3. Model input parameters

The input data for the FORTRAN 77 code include the number

of components, the number of elements (Ne), the number of

interior collocation points (Nc), � imp (injection volume in

terms of dimensionless feed time), particle porosity ("p), the

bed void volume fraction ("b), the Peclet number (PeL), the �
number, the Biot number (Bi), the maximum concentration

(C0, usually the feed concentration for simple column

operations) and the size exclusion factor (Fex).

2.3.1. Numerical parameters (Ne and Nc)

If the number of elements (Ne) is too small, the simulated

elution peaks will have oscillation. If it is too large, exces-

sive computation time is used. The general rule is that the

stiffer the concentration pro®les the higher the Ne value. A

small Ne value can be tried out ®rst. If the solution shows

oscillation, a larger value for Ne can be used. For stiff cases,

Ne � 20±30 is often enough.

The value of Nc does not affect the stability of the

numerical solution. Usually, two interior collocation points

(Nc � 2) are needed, especially when Dp values are small.

Sometimes one interior collocation point is suf®cient for

practical applications.

2.3.2. Bed void volume fraction ("b)

The value of "b depends on the size of the packing

particles, as well as the packing procedure. In this work,

"b was treated as a constant for different columns with the

same packing material. "b can be obtained experimentally

according to the following relationship,

td � L=v � �d2L"b

4Q
(5)

in which td is the retention time of very large molecules such

as blue dextran which is completed excluded from the

macropores. td is also known as the dead-volume time.

2.3.3. Particle porosity ("p)

The value of "p can be calculated from the retention time

or the elution volume of a small molecule whose size is

smaller than the lower exclusion limit of the porous parti-

cles. The relationship between the retention time of a small

solute t0 and "p is shown in Eq. (6).

t0 � td 1� �1ÿ "b�"p

"b

� �
(6)

2.3.4. Accessible particle porosity for a

solute ("a
p)

The accessible particle porosity represents the accessible

macropore volume fraction (vs. the total particle volume)

for a particular solute. "a
p value for a typical macromolecule

such as a protein is less than "p. This means that the protein

molecule can penetrate some larger pores while it is

excluded from smaller pores. If a macromolecule has

"a
p � 0, it means that this molecule is completely excluded

from the macropores. Blue dextran is an example. The "a
p

value of a solute differing from that of another solute is a key

factor responsible for the separation of molecules in an SEC

column. The value of "a
p for a solute can be obtained from its

retention time (tR) using Eq. (7).

tR � td 1� �1ÿ "b�"a
p

"b

� �
(7)

2.3.5. Peclet number (PeL)

PeL � L

2Rp"b

�0:2� 0:011Re0:48�; 10ÿ3 � Re � 103 (8)

According to the de®nition of Peclet number (PeL�vL/

Db), its value can be calculated from the axial dispersion

coef®cient (Db). However, the value of Db is not easy to

measure experimentally. In this work, PeL was calculated

according to the Chung and Wen [20] correlation for a ®xed

bed. where, Re�(2Rp)v�/�. When Re is small, the contribu-

tion to PeL from the second term in the brackets is negli-

gible. For instance, the elimination of the second term

produces a 0.8% error when Re equals 0.02. In all the

experiments of this work, Re is less than 0.02. Therefore,

Eq. (8) can be written as

PeL � vL

Db

� 0:1L

Rp"b

; Re � 0:02 (9)

2.3.6. h number

In order to calculate the value of � number

�� � "a
pDpL=�R2

pv��, the value of effective diffusivity (Dp)

is needed. Dp affects peak widths in chromatograms. Dp can

be obtained from the molecular diffusivity (Dm) [21,22]. In

this work, the following correlation [21] is used.

Dp � Dm

�tor

�1ÿ 2:104�� 2:09�3 ÿ 0:95�5� (10)

In Eq. (10), in order to calculate the value of Dp, the value

of the pore tortuosity (� tor), the molecular diffusivity (Dm)

and the ratio of the solute molecular diameter to the pore

diameter � are needed. The value of � tor for gas diffusion

into porous materials is easy to obtain [23]. However, no

rigorous expression of � tor is available for liquids; it has to

be obtained experimentally.

The molecular diffusivity (Dm) of large spherical mole-

cules is given by the Stokes±Einstein equation [24] as

Dm � �T

6��Rm

(11)

where � is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute

temperature.

The radius of a solute molecule can be obtained from its

speci®c volume (vs) and its molecular weight based on the

assumption that the protein is spherical. It can be written
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as

Rm � 3�MW�vs

4�N

� �1=3

(12)

According to Marshall [25] the vs values of proteins are in a

narrow range (0.728~0.751). If vs is assigned an average

value of 0.7384, then,

Rm� �A� � 0:66�MW�1=3
(13)

Usually proteins in solutions are hydrated and this results

in an increase of their sizes [26]. If the hydrodynamic

radius is assumed proportional to (MW)1/3, the following

semi-empirical relationship [27] can be obtained from

Eq. (11),

Dm�m2=s� � C=�MW�1=3
(14)

Using Eq. (14) to ®t experimental data for some organic

substances including proteins such as bovine serum albumin

(BSA), hemoglobin and myoglobin, Polson [27] correlated

their C values. He found that the C values averaged

2.74�10ÿ9 s mÿ2 with a quite small deviation for organic

substances with MW greater than 1000. Thus he proposed

the following relationship,

Dm�m2 sÿ1� � 2:74� 10ÿ9�MW�ÿ1=3
(15)

Eq. (15) was adopted to calculate Dm in this work because

of its simplicity and good accuracy for proteins similar to

those used in this work.

The pore diameter of the gel (dpore) may be provided by

manufacturers, but for most soft porous materials, it is

usually unavailable. In this case, an approximation for

the pore diameter of the gel can be obtained from the upper

exclusion limit of the gel. For polymers, the value of � is a

function of the molecular weight of a solute [11]. Here, a

simple method was used to calculate the value of � for a

solute assuming spherical molecules, cylindrical pores, and

equal partial speci®c volume,

� � dm=dpore � �0
MW of solute molecule

MW of upper exclusion limit

� �1=3

(16)

where �0 � 0.35 according to Stegeman et al. [28]. This

equation was derived using Eq. (13) by assuming that when

the solute diameter reaches 35% of the pore diameter, it is

unable to penetrate the pore [28]. In this work, the MW of

upper exclusion limit for the Bio-Rad P60 gel (Bio-Rad

Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA) was set to 67,000 which

is the MW of BSA. This is because experiments showed that

BSA has very limited access to the pores of P60 gel used in

this work. The "a
p value for BSA is only 0.03 which means

only a small fraction of the pores are large enough for BSA

to penetrate. The P60 gel has a nominal size exclusion MW

range of 3000 to 60,000 according to its vendor. If 60,000 is

chosen instead of 67,000, there will be no signi®cant error in

the simulated elution pro®les.

2.3.7. Biot number (Bi) for mass transfer

The value of Bi�Bi � kRp=�"a
pDp�� can be obtained from

the effective diffusivity (Dp) and the ®lm mass-transfer

coef®cient (k). The value of Dp is calculated from

Eq. (10). Under normal experimental conditions of an

SEC column, the Reynolds number is usually very small.

Several correlations can be employed to estimate the value

of the ®lm mass-transfer coef®cient (k) in terms of the

Sherwood number (Sh) for small Re. The following equa-

tion [29] seems to be most convenient since viscosity

cancels out in Re�Sc,

Sh � 1:09

"b

�Re � Sc�0:33�1:37� vRp=Dm�0:33="b; 0:0015

� Re � 55 (17)

where

Sh � �2Rp�k=Dm; Sc � �=�Dm�� and Re � �2Rp��v =� .

After Sh value is obtained, k value can be calculated from

k � Sh � Dm=�2Rp�.

2.3.8. Size-exclusion factor (Fex)

The size-exclusion factor �Fex � "a
p="p� introduced by

Gu [12] actually has the same value as of the distribution

coef®cient (KSEC). The separation capacity of an SEC

column can be characterized by KSEC which is de®ned

[30] using solute elution volume (Ve),

KSEC � Ve ÿ V0

Vt ÿ V0

(18)

KSEC can also be written as,

KSEC � tR ÿ td

t0 ÿ td
(19)

Inserting Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (19) yields,

KSEC �
"a

p

"p

(20)

Thus, Fex has the same value as KSEC. Fex can be readily

calculated using "a
p and "p values.

3. Effects of mass transfer parameters on
SEC performance

It is bene®cial to ®nd out the sensitivities of parameters in

the model system. The results can indicate which para-

meters are relatively important and should be more accu-

rately estimated for the model system, and which

parameters do not require rigid estimation.

3.1. Effect of the Peclet number (PeL)

The value of PeL represents the extent of the axial

dispersion. As PeL approaches in®nity, the axial dispersion

becomes negligible, indicating a plug ¯ow. The in¯uence of

PeL on the simulated chromatogram is shown in Fig. 1.
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Parameters used in computer simulation to obtain Fig. 1 are

listed in Table 1. In addition, "p � 0:6, "b � 0:26, Fex�0.8

and � imp�0.03 were used. From Fig. 1, it can be seen that,

when PeL becomes larger, the simulated peak becomes

sharper. When PeL exceeds 1000, its in¯uence on peak

width becomes relatively insigni®cant. This case is always

true in this work. Because the value of Re is quite small, the

PeL value calculated from Eq. (9) is above 1000.

3.2. Effect of the Biot number (Bi)

The value of Bi re¯ects the characteristic ratio of the

external ®lm mass-transfer rate to the intraparticle diffusion

rate. The effect of Bi on elution peak is shown in Fig. 2. It

appears that Bi plays almost no part in the overall peak

broadening effect when its value is greater than 50. This

large Bi value indicates that the mass transfer process is

limited by intraparticle diffusion. Interfacial mass transfer

resistance is negligible in such cases. In all the experiments

in this work, Bi was greater than 50, thus its in¯uence on

peak broadening was relatively insigni®cant.

3.3. Effect of the h number

The � number �� � "a
pDpL=�R2

pv�� plays an important role

in the peak skewness and peak width. Fig. 3 shows that the

peak shape is sensitively affected by the value of �. The

larger the � value, the sharper the peak. When � decreases,

the simulated peak ®rst broadens then appears skewed.

3.4. The effect of particle radius (Rp)

The particle radius of an SEC gel is a very important

factor that affects peak broadening. From Fig. 4, it is seen

Fig. 1. The effect of PeL number.

Table 1

Parameter values used for the study of effects of PeL, Bi and �

Figures Simultation parameters Numerical parameters

PeL Bi � Nc Ne

Fig. 1 100 10 10 2 22

500

1000

2000

Fig. 2 500 2 10 2 20

5

10

50

100

Fig. 3 500 10 0.5 2 20

5

10

50

100

Fig. 2. The effect of Biot number.

Fig. 3. The effect of � number.
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that a smaller particle radius makes the simulated peak

stiffer and hence provides a better resolution. In Fig. 4, the

Rp/2 peak means that it is calculated using dimensionless

parameters PeL, Bi, and � values that re¯ect a reduction of

50% in particle radius (see Table 2). The drawback of a

small particle size is that column pressure goes up. This may

result in excessive bed compression.

3.5. Effect of the effective diffusion coefficient

(Dp)

Fig. 5 shows the in¯uence of Dp on peak broadening. It is

seen that a larger Dp value gives a sharper peak. Eq. (10)

shows that Dp increases with the decrease of � when

0 < � < 1. According to Eq. (16), a lower � value implies

a larger pore diameter of the packing particle. So a larger

pore size results in sharper peaks. However, selection of

pore size also relies on how effective the pore size can

discriminate against different solute molecules to be sepa-

rated.

3.6. Effect of the pore tortuosity (ttor)

According to Eq. (10), the pore tortuosity in¯uence the

performance of an SEC column through Dp. Dp increases

with the decrease of � tor. Therefore, a larger pore tortuosity

gives a broader peak. The effect of � tor is shown in Fig. 6.

� tor value range is quite broad. It is not easily estimated.

Thus in this work, it is correlated by matching experimental

elution pro®le from a small column with the pro®le calcu-

lated using computer simulation with the rate model. The

same � tor value is used for larger beds with the same packing

material. By adjusting � tor, some errors resulting from the

estimation of diffusional mass transfer parameters may be

alleviated to a certain degree.

4. Experimental

The validity of a model can be judged by its ability to

predict actual experimental results. In this work, the Bio-

Rad P60 gel was used as the packing material. Three glass

Fig. 4. The effect of particle radius (Rp).

Table 2

Parameter values used for study of the effects of Rp, Dp and � tor

Figures Physical parameters Simulation parameters Numerical parameters

PeL Bi � Nc Ne

Fig. 4 Rp/2   100                              7.94                            40 2 24
Rp 500 10 10

2Rp 250 12.6                             2.5
Fig. 5 Dp/2 500 20 5 2 20

Dp 500 10 10

2Dp 500 5 20

Fig. 6 6� tor 500 60 2 2 20

3� tor 500 30 4

2� tor 500 20 6

� tor 500 10 12

Fig. 5. The effect of effective diffusion coefficient (Dp).
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columns were employed: a 1.5 cm�80 cm Bio-Rad column,

a 5 cm�70 cm Bio-Rad column and a 4.4 cm�50 cm Ami-

con column (Amicon, Beverly, MA, USA). BSA, myoglo-

bin and ovalbumin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) were used.

All experiments were carried out at ambient temperature

using a Cole Parmer Marster¯ex pump (Cole Parmer,

Chicago, IL, USA). Fractions of the column ef¯uent were

collected using a Bio-Rad 2110 fraction collector. Protein

concentration analysis was done using a Beckman DU640

spectrophotometer (Beckman Instrument, Fullerton, CA,

USA).

The elution volume is more reliably measured than the

retention time, because the elution volume is more stable for

a solute in different runs. Therefore, in order to calculate "b,

"p and "a
p Eqs. (5)±(7) are rewritten as,

Ve;d � �d2L"b=4 (21)

Ve;0 � Ve;d 1� �1ÿ "b�"p

"b

� �
(22)

Ve;R � Ve;d 1� �1ÿ "b�"a
p

"b

� �
(23)

In this work, "b, "p, "a
p and � tor were obtained using a small

column. Since these parameters are properties of the gel

particles rather than a bed, the same values obtained from a

small column can be used for a large bed as long as the same

gel is used and the bed compression is not very different

between the two beds. Note that each solute has its own "a
p

value.

5. Results and discussions

5.1. Calibration curve

Fig. 7 shows the experimental calibration curve for pro-

tein samples on a 1.5 cm�30 cm (bed dimensions) glass

column packed with the Bio-Rad P60 gel. The sample

molecules were BSA, ovalbumin, myoglobin and L-trypto-

phan. Tryptophan (MW�204) was small enough for P60 gel

such that it was not excluded by any pores. This curve was

used to calculate the values of "p and "a
p. Blue Dextran was

used to measure the void volume fraction of the column ("b).

The values of "b, "p, and "a
p for a protein (such as ovalbumin

and myoglobin) were calculated according to Eqs. (21)±

(23), respectively using experimental elution volumes of

blue dextran, tryptophan, and the solute protein. The elution

volumes were easily obtained by measuring the retention

volumes on experimental chromatograms. The results are

listed in Table 3.

5.2. Determination of the pore tortuosity (ttor)

� tor value for the P60 gel was obtained by matching a

model calculated peak pro®le with its corresponding experi-

mental peak pro®le on the small column (1.5 cm�30 cm

bed dimensions). An assumed � tor value was ®rst used in the

computer program to calculate the peak pro®le. If the

simulated peak had a wider band width compared to that

of the experimental peak. A smaller � tor was used to run the

Fig. 6. The effect of particle tortuosity (� tor). Fig. 7. The calibration curve for a small SEC column (1.5 cm�30 cm bed

dimensions).

Table 3

Values of physical parameters used in scale-up

Proteins MW "a
p Fex Dm�1011 (m2 sÿ1) Dp�1011 (m2 sÿ1) "b "p � tor Rp�106 (m)

Myoglobin 16890 0.23 0.35 10.7 2.98 0.27 0.66 2.0 67.5

Ovalbumin 43500 0.08 0.12 7.8 1.65
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computer program again until the two peaks match. For Bio-

Rad P60 gel used in this work, the value of � tor was found to

be 2.0 in Fig. 8(a).

5.3. Scale-up procedure

If a large column is to be built or purchased, the column's

performance can be evaluated using the computer software.

Three elution experiments are carried out using a small

column with the same packing. Elution experiments are

carried out using blue dextran, a small molecule (such as an

amino acide) and some of the proteins to be separated. With

the experimental elution volumes for these molecules, "b, "p,

and "a
p (for individual proteins) values can be easily calcu-

lated using Eqs. (21)±(23). A calibration curve similar to

Fig. 7 can be produced. Not all proteins need to be experi-

mentally tested for their "a
b values, since their values may be

interpolated using the calibration curve.

In the general rate model, with an assumed � tor value, Dp

can be calculated using Eq. (10) and because it is a particle-

speci®c parameter, it can be used for both small and large

columns for the same protein. Thus, � is readily calculated

using its de®nition, �� � "a
pDpL=�R2

pv��. Rp value is usually

from the vendor of the packing material. PeL is conveniently

calculated using Eq. (9). In order to calculate the Biot

number for mass transfer, Bi � kRp=�"a
pDp�, the ®lm mass

transfer coef®cient k for a protein is needed. It is calculated

from the Sh value obtained from Eq. (17).

The "b, "p, and "a
p and � tor values obtained for the small

column can be then used to calculate the elution pro®les

for a larger column. Different bed size and operational

conditions can be simulated. The predicted elution

pro®les form the basis of choosing or specifying the larger

column.

5.4. Experimental scale-up example

To validate the scale-up procedure, a small

column(1.5 cm�27.3 cm bed dimensions) packed with

P60 gel was used. Comparisons between the model calcu-

lated and the experimental results on the small column are

shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b). Fig. 8(a) shows the results for a

single-component elution. Jtor value was adjusted to allow a

good ®t between model calculated and experimental data.

This � tor value was then used for all subsequent model

calculations. Fig. 8(b) shows the results for a binary elution

on another small 1.5 cm�27.3 cm (bed dimensions) col-

umn. Fig. 8(b) shows that the model predictions and the

experimental results match very well in terms of retention

time, peak width and peak height.

Three larger columns (4.4 cm�29.5 cm, 5.0 cm�
29.5 cm, 5.0 cm �42 cm in bed dimensions) packed with

the same P60 gel were used to compare scale-up predictions

using single-component and binary elutions. The scale-up

predictions could be calculated using the PC software with-

out the three larger columns being physically in existence,

that is to say that the predictions could be done a priori. The

results are shown in Figs. 9±11. The parameters used for

these ®gures are listed in Table 4. From these ®gures it can

be concluded that the agreement between the model pre-

dictions and the experimental results is very good. The

volumetric scale-up factor is about 15.6:1 between the small

1.5 cm�30 cm column and the larger 5.0 cm� 42 cm col-

umn.

This scale-up method hinges heavily on the assumption

that the small column and the larger column have the same

"b, "p, and "a
p and � tor values. This requires that the two

columns have the same packing density which means the

two beds should be operated at similar pressures without one

column been much more compressed than the other. To

Fig. 8. Comparison between experimental results and model predictions for a small column(1.5 cm�27.3 cm bed dimensions). (a) single component elution;

(b) binary elution.
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Fig. 9. Comparison between experimental results and model predictions for a large column (4.4 cm�29.5 cm bed dimensions). (a) single component elution;

(b) binary elution.

Fig. 10. Comparison between experimental results and model predictions for a large column (5.0 cm�29.5 cm bed dimensions). (a) single component

elution; (b) binary elution.

Table 4

Parameter values used in Figs. 8±11

Figures Proteins Operation parameters Simulation parameters Numerical parameter

d (m) L (m) v�104

(m sÿ1)

c0�105

(mol lÿ1)

PeL Bi � � imp k�105

(m sÿ1)

Nc Ne

Fig. 8 (a) Myoglobin 0.015 0.273 1.01 8.9 1498 103           4.1 0.019 1.040           2 24
(b) Myoglobin 0.015 0.273 0.48 8.9 1498 80.1          8.5 0.038 0.811           2 30

Ovalbumin 3.4 1498 341          1.6  0.658
Fig. 9 (a) Myoglobin 0.044 0.295 0.73 1.6 1619 92.1          6.1 0.083 0.933           2 24

(b) Myoglobin 0.044 0.295 0.71 4.2 1619         91.2          6.2          0.017 0.925            2 30
Ovalbumin 1.9 1619 388          1.2                            0.749

Fig. 10 (a) Myoglobin 0.050 0.295 0.71 6.5 1619 91.2          6.3 0.013 0.925           2 24
(b) Myoglobin 0.050 0.295 0.76 5.9 1619 93.3          5.8          0.013 0.946           2 30

Ovalbumin 3.9 1619 397           1.1 0.766
Fig. 11 Myoglobin 0.050 0.420 0.54 5.9 2305 83.3        11.7 0.045 0.844           2 30

Ovalbumin 2.3 2305 354           2.3 0.684
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maintain the validity of this assumption, the small bench

column should be chosen in such a way that it has a similar

bed height and operating pressure as the large column. If the

bed compression is not a problem, such precautions are

relaxed.

Of course for very large columns, it is hard to maintain

perfect ¯ow patterns. To compensate for this, a relatively

larger bench column should be used such that similar

irregular ¯ow patterns occur. Or, a larger � tor value (than

that obtained from a small column with rather good ¯ow

patterns) is used for the scale-up predictions of a very large

column since a larger � tor value will result in more diffused

peaks. This will compensate poorer performance of a large

column due to irregular ¯ows. By doing so, the rate model

becomes a semi-empirical model.

6. Conclusions

A procedure was developed using a FORTRAN 77 software

program based on a general rate model for the scale-up of

SEC columns. Using the elution data from a few simple runs

on a small column some physical parameters were obtained.

Together with other mass transfer parameters evaluated

using existing mass transfer correlations, the elution per-

formance of a much larger column can be predicated a

priori. Parameter sensitivities were studied using computer

simulation. The validity of the scale-up procedure was

demonstrated by scaling up an SEC column from

15 cm�27.3 cm to 5.0 cm�42 cm (bed dimensions) with

a volumetric scale-up factor of 15.5 to 1. The FORTRAN 77

software is available free of charge for academic research-

ers. Both MS-DOS and Windows 95 executable versions are

available from the corresponding author. The minimum

hardware requirement is a 486 PC with 8 MB of RAM,

although a high-end Pentium PC with 16 MB or more RAM

is recommended in order to achieve a simulation time in the

range of seconds to minutes depending on the stiffness of

elution peaks.

7. Nomenclature

Bi Biot number of mass-transfer of a solute,

kRp=�"a
pDp�

C adjustable correlation parameter

C0 concentration of a solute used for nondimensiona-

lization, max{Cf(t)} (mol lÿ1)

Cb concentration of a solute in the bulk-fluid

phase(mol lÿ1)

cb Cb/C0

Cf feed concentration profile of solute (mol lÿ1)

Cp concentration of a solute in the stagnant-fluid

phase inside particle macropores (mol lÿ1)

cp Cp/C0

Db axial dispersion coefficient (m2 sÿ1)

Dm intraparticle molecular diffusivity (m2 sÿ1)

Dp effective diffusivity in particle macropores

(m2 sÿ1)

d inner diameter of an SEC column (m)

dm diameter of a molecule

dpore macropore diameter of a particle

Fex size exclusion factor of a solute (Fex�0 means

complete exclusion)

k film mass transfer coefficient of a solute (m sÿ1)

Ksec distribution coefficient of a solute

L column length (m)

MW molecular weight of a solute

N Avogadro's number, 6.023�1023 molecules per

mole

Nc number of interior collocation points

Ne number of quadratic elements

PeL Peclet number of axial dispersion for a solute, vL/

Db

Q mobile phase volumetric flow rate (m3 sÿ1)

R radial coordinate for a particle in spherical
coordinate system

r R/Rp

Rm radius of a molecule (m)

Rp particle radius (m)

Re Reynolds number in the bulk-fluid phase, (2Rp)v �/

�
Sc Schmidt number, �/(Dm�)

Sh Sherwood number, k(2Rp)/Dm

T absolute temperature (K)

t dimensional time (t�0 is the moment a sample

enters a column) (s)

t0 retention time of a very small molecule that can

penetrate all macropores (s)

td retention time of totally excluded large molecules,

such as blue dextran (s)

tR retention time of a solute (s)

Fig. 11. Comparison between experimental result and model prediction

for a large column (5.0 cm�42.0 cm bed dimensions).
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v interstitial velocity, 4Q/(�d2"b) (m sÿ1)

V0 column void volume (m3)

Ve solute elution volume (m3)

Ve, 0 Elution volume at retention time t0 (m3)

Ve, d Elution volume at retention time td (m3)

Ve, R Elution volume at retention time tR (m3)

Vsamp Sample volume (l)

vs partial specific volume of a molecule (m3 kgÿ1)

Vt total volume of liquid phase in the column (m3)

Z column axial coordinate in cylindrical coordinate

system

z Z/L

Greek letters

� dimensionless group,"a
pDpL=�R2

pv�
� Boltzmann's constant, 1.38�10ÿ23 (J Kÿ1)

� ratio of the solute molecular diameter to the pore

diameter, dm/dpore

�0 ratio of the solute molecular diameter to the pore

diameter when the solute is completely excluded

� mobile phase viscosity (Pa s)

� dimensionless constant, 3Bi�(1ÿ"b)/"b

� density of solvent (kg mÿ3)

� dimensionless time, vt/L

� imp dimensionless time duration for a rectangular

pulse of the sample, 4Vsamp/(�d2L"b)

� tor pore tortuosity

"b bed void volume fraction

"p particle porosity

"a
p accessible particle porosity
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